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High-quality treatment for car care.
We offer thorough treatments for the most beautiful cars.

www.mafra.com
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    MA-FRA S.p.A. - Via Aquileia 44/46
  20021 Baranzate - Milan - Italycosmetics for your car
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THE STORY OF A GREAT DETAILING PASSION >>>
1965 2015



DISTRIBUTION
WORLDWIDE

هلا يه مكل ةلحر لك نع ادي

ALFA ROMEO, LAMBORGHINI and MASERATI chose Ma-Fra
A trusted supplier of the most prestigious car manufacturers in Italy.

WORLDWIDE
DISTRIBUTION

ITALIAN 
PASSION
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Water is precious: our ISO14001 certified products help you save water!

We have been TUV ISO 14001 
certified for more than 10 years: our 

products have been developed to 
contribute actively to protecting 

the environment. Our products are 
effective will just small amounts of water! 

Be Water saver with MA-FRA!

QUALITY
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Higher degree of protection for cars thanks to our VDA CERTIFIED products!Greater safety for our partners!

The VDA certification, issued by the 
German authority DEKRA, attests that 

our products are gentle on the most 
delicate car parts, as well as aluminium 

surfaces. 

Thanks to our TUV OHSAS 18001 and  TUV ISO 9001 certifications, every day we 
endeavour to make our products increasingly safer for users with high quality standards.
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Our passion for high temperatures

HOT WEATHER 
PRODUCTS 

  

Safe at high temperatures Easy to use Effective even with sand
cosmetics for your car



CAR WASH
SCHOOL   

'On-site' training courses

Technical tips

Business development

Coaching & Training
 cosmetics for your car



RIM NET
An exterior cleaner for cars and heavy duty vehicles with a high presence of aluminium. 

The product is compatible with all water treatment systems, reducing the running costs. 
There are numerous advantages: maximum user safety, even on aluminium and rubber; it 

cleans treated parts deep down, even without the aid of a sponge or glove; ideal for 
automatic wash plants without brushes that use single product detergents (such as 

PDQ, Laserwash etc,); its compatibility with waxes means that it can be input as an 
emollient in the wash cycle. 

THE CLEANER PR01 touch free shampoo

EXTERIOR
 CLEANING

EXTERIOR CLEANING

Represents the highest expression of MA-FRA research and development applied to 
detergency: in fact, its new formula guarantees a powerful detergent and polishing effect, 

to clean any type of vehicle. Highly foaming and scented, JEDY 2 SUPER-FOAM is safe on 
rubber parts and effortlessly melts any type of dirt (grease, oil, smog, midges, and gasoline), 

ensuring a shiny effect on all the plastic parts. Effective with hard and averagely hard 
waters and suitable for all temperatures, JEDY 2 SUPER-FOAM dries slowly under sunlight 

and is easy and quick to rinse. JEDY 2 SUPER-FOAM contains easily biodegradable 
surfactants, compatible with any water purification or recycling method. 

JEDY 2SF PRE-WASH FOAMER 
traffic film remover special for white cars
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It is a foaming liquid creating a thick and tight foam, specifically conceived for 
self-service car wash boxes, both for the shampoo-brush option, and as a foam addi-

tive to be added to the powder. 

WHITE SCHIUMA ATTIVA 4G foaming agent

Rapidly dissolves even dried-on insects from all car parts in plastic, metal panels 
and parts in glass (windscreen and lights), without the need to scrub, quickly 

restoring the transparency and original shine to all the treated surfaces.

PULIMOSCERINI insect remover

Is a professional product containing surfactants able to emulsify any type of dirt: 
grease, earth, gas oil, smog, etc. Suitable for washing refrige rated trucks, tarpaulin 

heavy goods vehicles, interiors tanks washing, excavators and white vans where 
the dirt is ingrained, without having to use a sponge. The product is also excellent 

for cleaning agricultural machines, diggers, containers, tanks, canvas covers and 
all surfaces which require maximum cleaning strength.

SUPERMAFRASOL 
multi heavy degreaser pre-wash

The liquid clay bar PULIMAFRA easily removes acid rain traces, smog particles, 
calcareous residues and oxides from the bodywork and windows of new and used 

cars, especially those parked in big towns or near steelworks or train lines. 
PULIMAFRA does not affect the colour of paintwork, and does not damage 

bumpers or other plastic parts, even those made with environmentally friendly or 
recycled plastics. After just one treatment, the surface treated is perfectly clean 

and degreased, without any kind of spots or halos.

PULIMAFRA
acid rain spot remover
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WHEEL & TYRES CLEANING

It dissolves and eliminates gently and rapidly all the dirt and ferrous residues that 
collect on rims, and restores them to their original splendour. SPLENDORLEGA can 

also be used to clean plastic rim-guards.   

SPLENDORLEGA acid detergent for rims

RIM NET is a specific detergent for rims and rim covers that quickly dissolves and 
eliminates any kind of dirt, even the most stubborn dirt like grease, smog and dust. 

Alkaline-based product that fully preserves the surfaces it is applied on without 
affecting them. Characteristics: - Eliminates stubborn dirt. - Adds a high gloss effect. 

- Guaranteed result.

RIM-NET alkaline detergent for rims
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P-RAY removes ferrous and oxide residues from the bodywork, rims and windows due 
to railway transport, parking next to steel plants or railway stations, city pollution or 

acid rains.The product does not damage bumpers and plastic parts, and is gentle on 
the bodywork. Thanks to an exclusive and extremely effective mixture, P-RAY is able to 

dissolve the ferrous particles in such a way that they can be easily removed with a 
water jet. P-RAY is also important to prepare the bodywork before the polishing or 

protecting cycle. 

The high concentrated natural polish for tyres NOUVEAU NOIR polishes, revives and 
softens all types of tyres, protecting them against cracks and atmospheric agents. 

The special formula is non-greasy, it has a pleasant scent and it does not stain the 
bodywork. 

NOUVEAU NOIR tyre shine

FAST & BLACK is the handy and quick anti-static polish that is neither greasy nor 
tacky. It can resist up to three washes and is durable, protecting and reviving the 

original colour and preserving the tyre from cracking and atmospheric and chemical 
agents. FAST & BLACK is also used by car dealers and in show rooms and a quick 

treatment can add a lasting boost to the colours of the tyres of the display cars.

FAST & BLACK tyre dressing

P-RAY iron remover
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EXTERIOR
SHINE PAINT

EXTERIOR SHINE PAINT

POLISH EXPRESS is the revolutionary polish based on nanotechnologies, used just like 
a shampoo! POLISH EXPRESS guarantees a treatment comparable to the tinned 

waxes, but without the exertion and in just ten minutes! Use regularly POLISH EXPRESS 
and will assure that your car the four fantastic nanotech effects: POLISH EFFECT, for 

unrivalled shine; WINDSCREEN WIPER FLUID EFFECT, for the utmost safety in case of 
rain; MIRROR EFFECT, so your car looks the same as when you bought it, and the one 

and only SILK EFFECT, for truly smooth bodywork, silken to the touch!

POLISH EXPRESS nanotech shampoo

It is a new generation foaming polishing wax, specifically conceived for self-service 
car wash boxes, developing on the bodywork a long-lasting protection, therefore 

assuring a top level shine and a deep waterproof action. Its outstanding features 
will surely enhance your customer loyalty and therefore ensuring a substantial 

increase of your sales. 

HYDRO COATING WAX 
anti rain and UVA foaming wax
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Multi-use glass cleaner, SPLIT is completely free of ammonia and takes its power from 
coconut, sweet corn and the natural surface acting agents. SPLIT is simple and 

convenient to use. Its natural formula makes it particularly suited to use in closed, 
poorly ventilated spaces as it is perfectly harmless in contrast to other products. 

SPLIT dries quickly, without leaving halos, even when used in direct sunlight. SPLIT 
works to effortlessly melt away signs of smoke, smog, all types of grease, residual wax 

from the car washes on all glass parts of the vehicle, immediately restoring the original 
shine to all treated surfaces.    

SPLIT multi use glass cleaner

DAYTONA is basically a SHAMPOO capable of thoroughly removing dirt and, at 
the same time and the first to it so effectively, to polish the bodywork thanks to the 
presence of fine waxes shining and protecting the bodywork in just one step. With 
DAYTONA, there is no more need to scrub and the layers of dirt slide away, 
dissolving almost instantly. Then the formula's natural holding WAXES do the rest, 
creating an extraordinary  “silk” effect on all the bodywork. 

DAYTONA shampoo & wax

FLUX LAVASCIUGA concentrated has been designed for perfect cleaning of 
vehicle bodywork with simultaneous self-drying effect. The special formula combined 

with a neutral shampoo ensures delicate cleaning on any colour or paintwork with 
the pleasant fragrance of strawberry. After rinsing, the self-drying content of the 

formula enhances fast drying of the vehicle without smears.

FLUX LAVASCIUGA

A highly qualified product to remove tar spots, even the most insidious ones, especially 
indicated for the car body. It is essential also for the removal of the glue residue of 

adhesives. 

DECA FLASH dissolver for tar and adhesive glues

phosphate free concentrated 
self-drying shampoo
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RIM NET
Is a new car preparation method for the subsequent polishing phase. Its Diminutive Short Abrasive 

Technology (D.A.T. Short) formula, guarantees micro-scratches and marks from sanding P1200 are 
quickly eliminated from scratch-proof transparent coatings or very marked paint. The product offers 

superior abrasive performance compared to the classic, “all-in-one” polishes, while at the same time 
leaving a semi-polished finish, cutting and cleaning in-depth, without covering scratches or very obvious 

streaks. ULTRA CUT COMPOUND works best with hard sponge pads (white) and was also designed for 
use also with random orbital sanders and microfibre pads

STEP 1 ultra cut compound (P1200)

RIM NET
Is a micro-abrasive, silicon-free and anti-hologram polish which, thanks to its Diminutive Short Abrasi-

ve Technology (D.A.T. Short) formula, guarantees perfect abrasion and cleaning. The product 
thoroughly eliminates marks from sanding P1500 and scratches, without covering them, even on 

scratch-proof, transparent coatings and without leaving streaks. POLISH VERSATILE can also be 
used on protective, transparent films, without piercing them, effectively eliminating marks developed 

over time. It is also ideal for re-painted cars or for fresh paint. POLISH VERSATILE achieves its maxi-
mum performance with medium hard sponge pads (orange) and was also designed for use also 

with random orbital sanders and microfibre pads. 

STEP 2 polish versatile (P1500)

POLISH AND
PROTECTIVE 

PRODUCTS

POLISH AND PROTECTIVE PRODUCTS
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New dedicated pads have been developed by MA-FRA, to facilitate the use of our new 
Polishes. These pads have the same colour as the caps on their matching Polishes, to make 

them easier to identify. Tampone Mix (Pad Mix) is a set of 4 dedicated pads for optimal 
use with the new MA-FRA Step Polish Line, to enhance the characteristics of the products. 

All of the pads contained in Tampone Mix (Pad Mix) have rounded edges: this detail was 
designed to ensure there are no swirls after use. Pad Mix features the following characteri-

stics: a diameter of 160 mm, a height of 33 mm, with velcro-fitting.

POLISH PAD MIX polishing pads

Designed for use after VERSATILE POLISH, though it can also be used on its own and 
applied either with a polisher or by hand. Its lubricated silicone-free formula reduces 
application time to a minimum. SUPER FINISH is a 2-in-1 product because it has a 
polishing action that eliminates micro abrasions and marks of P4000 sanding, 
ensuring a deep shine and protection typical of wax. The product is compatible with 
the subsequent application of a nanotechnological coating. SUPER FINISH reaches 
its top performance levels with soft (black) sponge pads.

STEP 3 super finish (P4000) This product restores brilliance and clarity of all kinds of front optical units made of 
acrylic material and of polycarbonate. Its formula, based on water-resistant 

polymers, removes even the slightest traces of oxidation and the chemical 
contamination on the surface, making stains and scratches less visible and 

providing long-term surface protection by nano technology coating formula.

HEADLIGHTS KIT polishing and protection

   SUPER FINISH

Is a micro-abrasive, silicon-free and anti-hologram polish which, thanks to its Diminutive 
Short Abrasive Technology (D.A.T. Short) formula, guarantees perfect abrasion and 
cleaning on dark coloured cars. The product thoroughly eliminates marks from sanding 
P2500 and scratches, without covering them, even on scratch-proof, transparent 
coatings and without leaving streaks. REFINISH & DARK can also be used on 
protective, transparent films, without piercing them, effectively eliminating marks 
developed over time. It is also ideal for re-painted cars or for fresh paint. REFINISH & 
DARK achieves its maximum performance with medium soft sponge pads (yellow) and 
was also designed for use also with random orbital sanders and microfibre pads. 

STEP 2 REFINISH & DARK 
polish for dark coloured cars (P2500) 

  P2500
  REFINISH & DARK

  REFINISH & DARK

  P4000
   SUPER FINISH cosmetics for your carcosmetics for your car



Performs a decontaminating action on the bodywork. “MA-FRA CLAY” is ideal for 
varnished or chrome surfaces. “MA-FRA Clay” frees any varnished surface of 

industrial pollution, traffic film, guano residue, insects, resin, ferrous residuals, brake 
lining traces on alloy rims, and cement residues. 

CLAY polishing and purging paste for bodyworks
Super-fast liquid wax quickly and easily guarantees exceptional, deep and long 

lasting cleaning and shine, even when it rains. This innovative, high performance 
formula is silicone-free and rich in precious Carnauba wax, considerably increasing 

bodywork shine, preventing dirt from depositing again, guaranteeing long lasting 
protection and leaving the surface incredibly silky to touch. 

LAST TOUCH EXPRESS super fast liquid wax

Thanks to its winning, silicone-free formula, keeps any car free of dust and fingerprints, 
renews colour and prolongs the duration of the wax, protecting the car over time. 

Thanks to its refined “water drop speed” technology, FAST CLEANER also guarantees 
a long lasting, water repellent effect on the windows and body of the car, offering a 

safer drive. 

FAST CLEANER quick detailer
Professional use. Long Longevity to 24 Months. Easy application even at high 

temperatures. Quick Self Catalysis. Strong resistance to chemicals. Strong 
resistance to abrasion. Strong resistance to extreme temperatures: 280°C. High 

Gloss Effect. Color Review and Saturated. High Hydrophobic Effect. Easy 
maintenance.

. 

PAINT permanent ceramic coating
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INTERIOR 
CLEANING

Diamant Plast Four creates a “silk” effect on plastic and leather surfaces and forms a 
long lasting and effective dust repellent barrier on external plastics which can 

withstand repeated washing. Diamant Plast Four ’s barrier effect polymers protect 
and enrich treated parts while its organic waxes nourish the protected surface. It 

does not discolour plastic parts and leaves no greasy smears. Protects against UVA. 
Pleasantly fragrant.

DIAMANT PLAST FOUR 
multi-functional dashboard polisher

The PULIMAX super concentrated detergent has been specifically designed to 
perfectly clean all washable surfaces inside any car, such as skai or fabric seats and 

all plastic parts such as the dashboard and doors. For any kind of dirt, PULIMAX 
ensures thoroughly clean surfaces with just one wipe, eliminating stubborn dirt even on 

porous surfaces.

PULIMAX detergent for car interiors

INTERIOR CLEANING
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Charme Nutrient is a powerful nutrient which restores tone and vitality to leather 
surfaces dried or cracked with age. Its active anti-ageing agents maintain the 

elasticity of leather and reduce the effects of ageing: creasing, colour loss and 
dullness. Charme Nutrient is an indispensable investment for new leather, 

protecting against deterioration caused by daily use of your car.

CHARME NUTRIENT
nutrient cream for creacked and aged leather

Charme Detergent is a vegetal based foam cleaner that dissolves and 
eliminates all types of dirt, even the toughest, from leather car interiors. The neutral 

formula of the cleaning foam works deeply and leaves long lasting cleanliness, 
making the product suitable for both preserving and protecting (new leather) and 

intensive treatments such as restoration or special cleaning.

CHARME DETERGENT 
detergent foam for leather seats

AUTOFLOR brings into your car the most refined and exclusive fragrances and 
creates a unique and intriguing atmosphere. It neutralizes the persistent bad smell 

of the smoke.

AUTOFLOR LIQUID
perfumed car sanitizer

Highly concentrated and gentle low-foam detergent with new active oxygen formula 
for intensive cleaning of all types of fabric, velvet and moquette. The special features 

of PULIMOQUETTES OXYGEN provide excellent results and a pleasant perfume with 
both extraction washing machines and manual use, guaranteeing top class cleaning 

even on the most stubborn dirt.

PULIMOQUETTES OXYGEN 
detergent for car interiors
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FLOOR 
CLEANING

The special formula of MAFRAPAV DAILY makes it ideal for cleaning floors of car 
showrooms, offices, public areas and all tiled surfaces. It cleans and polishes without 

damaging any wax film on tiles; what’s more, its deodorizing action leaves a plea-
sant fresh fragrance wherever used, enhancing its cleaning action.

MAFRAPAV DAILY
floor detergent

MAFRAPAV DEGREASER is a special concentrated low-foam liquid detergent for 
cleaning floors of car showrooms, restaurant kitchens, cafeterias and supermarkets.

It eliminates even the most stubborn dirt and can be used either manually or in 
floor washing machines. It leaves a pleasant fragrance wherever used. The 

product does not damage aluminium parts or intake pumps of floor washing 
machines.

MAFRAPAV DEGREASER
strong floor detergent

FLOOR CLEANING
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It assures an excellent visual and covering effect on the car. It does not leave any 
deposits in the piping, and its low viscosity allows the dosing pump to easily suck 

the product. It is used as a foaming agent with a high visual effect for low pressure 
self-service car wash. It features a high foaming effect and it is very easy to rinse. An 

excellent value for money. 

MANGUSTA high foam pre-wash

Its active properties make this product compatible with the self-drying waxes, incre-
asing the performance without leaving residue on the car after drying. Its balanced 

foam formula is suitable for wash plants with recycled water. The liquid consistency 
facilitates pumping, prevents metering pump or tubes becoming clogged, is easy to 

rinse and keeps brushes clean and soft. NEUTRIX leaves a pleasant perfume. 

NEUTRIX shampoo pre-wax for brushes

AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH

AUTOMATIC CAR WASH
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it redefines the Prewax concept! Indeed, BOOSTER is a neutral shampoo made 
according to a new formula concept that enhances wax's features. This allows for 

brand new top performance levels for Italian-made products in the field of polishing 
products for Carwashes. BOOSTER is a product that can improve polishing 

performance: it improves shine at the end of the treatment, enhances the silk-like 
effect, favours the final result and opening of the water layer.

BOOSTER can be easily rinsed and has a pleasant fragrance.

SHAMPOO PREWAX BOOSTER
high performance prewax

IDRODIAMANT EXTRA
drying wax

Is a cationic polymeric wax with a hydrophobic action that works with hard or 
recycled water without leaving traces. The product performs at its best in automa-

tic plants where suede is not used manually to add finishing touches to the car. 
IDRODIAMANT does not dirt brushes or car wash floors or smear the car glass. 

RIM NET

Concentrated DROP CLEAN contains long lasting protective and polishing 
substances and is excellent, in wash plants that require fluency and perfect 

drying. It does not leave micro-droplets on the paintwork, dirt the brushes or smear 
windows or glass and forms a polished coating that withstands numerous washes.

DROP CLEAN
long lasting wax
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UNDERBODY TREATMENT
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S
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SILVER UNDERBODY TREATMENT
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S
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SILVER PLUS UNDERBODY TREATMENT

BASIC
HEAVY

S M L

S M L

GOLD 

Decontamination + 1 Step Correction + Nano Sealant  

UNDERBODY TREATMENT

BASIC
HEAVY

S M L

S M L

GOLD 24 K 

Decontamination + 2 Step Correction + Ceramic Treatment 

UNDERBODY TREATMENT

BASIC
HEAVY

S M L

S M L

TOP REGÉNERA 

3 Step Correction + Protection + Ceramic Treatment 

UNDERBODY TREATMENT

BASIC
HEAVY

S M L

S M L

REGÉNERA VIEW

Headlight Regeneration • Regeneration + Nano Headlight Protection 

With Mafra 
products you can 

create treatments 
to boost your 

Business!
Decontamination + Nano Wax  Decontamination + Waxing 
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